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Message from the 7
th

 Int'l  
Conference Chair  

 

It gives me immense pleasure to know about the 7
th

 International Conference 

on “Global Peace through Emotional Literacy in Education and Psychology of 

Management” (WP-TEL-EMP 2017) to be scheduled on Nov. 25, 2017 at Kathmandu, 

Nepal.  I hope that this International Conference will provide a space to examine the 

latest psychological trends in various perspectives of emotional literacy by Indian 

scholars and foreign scholars as well.  

I believe in the pursuit of academic excellence with human values as 

consistently shown by World Without Anger and Global Peace Foundation and this 

spirit is embodied in the organization of academic programs like this. I hope that this 

conference will help the delegates to sharpen their skills.  

 I convey my best wishes for grand success of this academic eve. 

    

  

Almora, India 

Dated :12-01-2017       Prof. Aradhana Shukla 

       



 

 

Introduction:  

We live in the midst of one of the greatest transitions in Earth's history. Humanity, having become a 

planetary force, is now shaping both its own future and the long-term future of millions of species of 

life. The ecological crisis and increasing poverty, population, hunger and violence are forcing man to 

inevitably face the realities of the human situation.  

Environmental problems that threaten the future of the world and humanity became two of the most 

important matters in the new millennium. Man's greed and consumerist life-style lead to reckless 

exploitation of nature's resources threatening both biodiversity and human well-being.  

Human values are eroding at a very fast rate resulting in a decline in the quality of life of earth's 

people. At the dawn of the new millennium, what is required most is „Emotional Intelligence & Peace 

Education for a holistic Sustainable development “in the 21st century'. Peace Education and 

Emotional Intelligence play an important role in building peace & harmony and for balancing 

development & earth sustainability in order to develop a globally sustainable society.  

A central feature of our annual conference is to provide a forum to share and disseminate emerging 

knowledge, research and programs related to emotional intelligence, Positive Psychology, 

Mindfulness, transformative leadership and Peace Education in order to create a more peaceful planet 

in the 21st Century.  

 

Goal of the Conference:  

The primary goal of our international conference is to present and explore innovative approaches and 

practices in emotional intelligence research and professional practice. To explore peace education and 

curriculum developments for teaching and learning Emotional skills, and to model program 

applications in business, organizations, academic institutions, and government organizations for a 

sustainable future .There will be international experts presenting papers on EI research and 

applications in the areas of education, peace, management & organizational behavior, business, 

organizations, society, and psychiatric applications. Psychology, therapy and assessment. Join the 

expanding community and network which includes scholars, researchers, educators, clinicians and 

consultants who are dedicated to the EI field and the objectives of the conference are: 

  

 Provide a platform for the researchers to seek further opinions, comments and suggestions. 

 Contribute knowledge in the field of emotional literacy, peace, education and management 

psychology. 

 Provide wider opportunities for participants to interact and create networking. 

 Deliver your research findings to global audiences. 

 Participate in a truly international, interdisciplinary and intercultural event. 

  

Call for contributors:  

All honorable authors/researchers are kindly encouraged to contribute to and help shape the 

conference through submissions of their research abstracts, and papers. Also, high quality research 

contributions describing original and unpublished results of conceptual, constructive, empirical, 



experimental, or theoretical work in all areas of Emotional Intelligence, Education, Psychology, 

Cross-Cultural, Buddhism/Peace, Human Resource Management, Business and Behavioral Sciences 

are cordially invited for presentation at the conference. The conference solicits contributions of 

abstracts, papers and e-posters that address themes and topics of the conference, including figures, 

tables and references of novel research material.  

Emotional Intelligence,  

Anger Management  

Education,  

Business, personnel, and industrial Psychology 

Cross-Cultural Diversity,  

Transformational Leadership  

Buddhism/Peace&Harmony, 

Human Resource Management,  

 Behavioral Management/ Sciences 

Mental Health and Rehabilitation  

 

Global Peace Foundation (GPF) Nepal: It is one of the global Co-partner of 7th WWA  

International Conference. GPF Nepal has been co-partnering since 2010. The Global Peace 

Foundation (GPF) is an international non-sectarian, non-partisan, nonprofit organization, which 

promotes an innovative, values-based approach to peace building, guided by the vision of One Family 

under God.  GPF engages and organizes a global network of public and private-sector partners who 

develop community, national, and regional peace building models as the foundation for ethical and 

cohesive societies. 

The Global Peace Foundation affirms the importance of universally recognized principles and shared 

values as essential to building social cohesion within nations and the global community. 

GPF Nepal guided by the following principles: 

 All people have intrinsic value, dignity, and fundamental rights, as endowed by the Creator. 

 Every person has, as his or her highest attribute, a spiritual and moral essence. 

 Our human nature finds its fullest expression and meaning in relation to others. 

 People develop their innate potential through their choices and actions. Freedom and 

responsibility are intrinsically linked. 

 Understanding the shared identity and common aspirations as members of the human family 

establishes the basis for lasting peace.  It is the foundation for respect, empathy and shared 

responsibility beyond the boundaries of ethnicity, religion, and nationality. 

 Global Peace Foundation initiatives that foster peace and social cohesion worldwide. 

National Association of Psychological Science (NAPS)-India: 

This is an endeavor for the development, representation and advancement of different areas of 

psychology as a science. Many national or international associations are functioning in psychology 

but the new association in the present scenario is an effort to introduce scientific platform of 

professionalism in psychology and business. The aim of the association is to promote, advance and 

disseminate the interests of scientifically oriented psychological and entrepreneurial research and 

application for benefit of an individual and society concern. The National Association of 

Psychological Science will provide the platform for the scholarly exchange research in different areas 

of psychology. To promote the aims and objectives, the association will publish a bi-annually research 

journal “Indian Journal of Psychological science.  

 

  



Aims of the 7th Int'l Conference:  

To popularize the profile of psychology/behavioral management and enhance its standing 

as a discipline and profession through all sections to represent, promote and advance 

psychology within the context of improving human well being.  

To mobilize the professionals toward mutual cooperation to the social problems from the 

society.  

To organize the regional/national/International Congresses of Psychology on subjects of 

general or special interest in psychology  

To exchange the psychological knowledge through publications and researches  

To collaborate with other regional, and national, international, organizations in matters of 

mutual interest.  

It will be an apolitical and Non-Govt. Organization. Any office bearer associating 

him/herself with any political activity shall automatically incur disqualification and 

deemed to be removed from that office of responsibility in the organization.  

To hold inter/intra college/university academic competitions and get-together to promote 

interpersonal relationships, exchange of the views and ideas.  

To promote and disseminate knowledge in psychology and its applications for the benefit 

of the individual and society. 

To exercise such other functions as the Society may demand from time to time deem 

feasible and desirable to realize its aims.  

 To publish the selected presented conference papers from reputed publication/s.  

 

Calls for Papers:  

The WWA International Conference - 2017: 7th International Conference on "Global Peace through 

Emotional Literacy in Education and Psychology of Management ". It is the premier interdisciplinary 

forum for the presentation of new advances and research results in the fields of Business and 

Behavioral Sciences. The conference will bring together leading academic scientists, entrepreneurs, 

researchers and scholars in the domain of interest from around the world. This conference is organized 

annually and includes publication of Journals: World Without Anger an International Journal (ISSN 

2231-3303) and WWA Journal Vol. V/VI published by Cambridge Scholars Publishing(CSP),UK.  

Topics of interest for submission include, but are not limited to:  

1. Emotional Intelligence, & Positive Psychology: Better Health - Better Well-being & a Better 

Tomorrow through Emotional Intelligence & Positive Psychology  

2.  Emotional Intelligence and Cultural Diversity: Emotional Intelligence and Cultural Diversity for 

Team Building & for Personal Professional excellence  

3.  Emotional Intelligence and Transformational Leadership: Developing Global Leaders for Good 

Governance & a Sustainable Future  

4.  Emotional Intelligence for Peace, Harmony & Sustainability:  

New perspectives on Emotional Intelligence, Peace Education & Sustainable Leadership  

5.  Emotional Intelligence, Buddhism, & Mindfulness:  Buddhism Philosophy & Emotional 

Transformation for Creating a Peaceful Planet  

6.  Emotional Intelligence, Human Resource Development, & Sustainability:  Emotional 

Intelligence for Business growth and Organizational Leadership for successful Learning 

Organizations in the 21st Century 

7.  Social Psychology and Organization: Applied Psychology on Personality, Organizational 

Commitment, Self-efficacy, Self-esteem, and Stress/Anger Management 

8.  Education, Organizational Behavior and Psychology. 

Concept for developing a more Peaceful & Harmonious World Society 



9.  Business psychology, personnel psychology, and industrial psychology:  Concept for human 

behavior in the workplace and applies psychological theories and principles to Organizations 

and individuals  

10.  Mental Health and Rehabilitation:   Psychiatry Services provides a comprehensive program to 

assist persons with severe and persistent mental illness 

 

Important Dates:  

The Last Date of submission of Abstract: October 31 , 2017 

Notification of Acceptance: Within 1 week after submission  

*Registration Last Date: 20 November, 2017 

Full paper submission: 13 November, 2017 

Conference Date: November 25, 2017 (Mangsir 9, 2074  B.S.) 

 

Conference Fees Schedule  

Registration Fees: Categories  SAARC 

Country  

*Spot 

Reg.  

International 

Delegate  

Spot 

Registration  

Academic faculty/Industrial Delegates  4500 INR  6000INR  300 USD  350 USD  

Students/Research Scholars  3500 INR  5000INR  250 USD  300 USD  

Listener / Participant/Student  2000 INR  3500 INR  200 UDS  250 USD  

Nepalese Individual  1500NRs.  0 0 2000NRs.  

Nepalese Organizational  10,000NRs  0 0 15,000NRs  

 

Who should participate? 

 Educational leaders and Academicians including Research Scholars 

 Social Scientists 

 Government representatives 

 Members from Civil societies, NGOs and INGOs. 

 Individuals interested in Life Skills, adolescent and youth related research 

 Trainers and practitioners of life skills 

 Media and those who are interested please feel free to join with us.  

 

Hospitality Partner:  

Mr. Deepak Dhamala, General Manager 

Hotel Nepal Tara 

Narsingh Chowk, Thamel, Kathmandu, Nepal 

Email: nepaltara52@gmail.com 

Web: www.hotelnepaltara.com 

 

Tour & Travel Partner:  

Mr. Sijan Shrestha  

Managing Director 

Orchid Tours & Travels Pvt. Ltd 

Kamalpokhari, Kathmandu, Nepal 

Email: orchidtoursnepal@gmail.com 

Web: www.orchidtravelsnepal.com 

 



Guidelines for Article submission: 

The WWA International Journal is the institutional publication of the WWA, a leading Non-

governmental organization of Nepal working in the field of Peace Education and Emotional 

Intelligence. The articles submitted for publication in the WWA Journal should follow the style and 

instructions as given below: 

 Articles must be empirical, or at least analytical scientific, or literature-review papers should 

be submitted. The articles should be related to Emotional Intelligence, Peace Education, 

Buddhism, Peace Psychology, Emotional Intelligence, Psychiatric, Human Development 

Management, and Peace through religious perspectives. 

 The empirical  article/papers  should be  structured as follows: 

1. Title of the Paper 

2. Abstract (limited to 150 words) 

3. Introduction/General Background (along with rationale of the study) 

4. Objective of the Study 

5. Statement of Issue (Problem) and Theoretical Framework. 

6. Literature Review (Conceptual and Past empirical studies): It may be included in the 

Parts of  Introduction’ or Statement of Issue’ 

7. Research Methodology 

8. Data Analysis, Results and Discussions 

9. Conclusion(along with comparison with previous studies, if any) and future study 

needs, if any 

10. References (only those used in the paper text or context related) 

 Submission of the article to the Review will be taken to imply that it represents not any 

previous published, but an original work, and it is not being considered elsewhere for 

publication, and that if accepted for publication it will not be published anywhere without the 

consent of the Editorial Board; however, the ideas and opinions expressed in the articles 

published in the Review are solely those of author(s). 

 The authors should be responsible for the theme and the contents of articles in no way 

represent views and policies of the organization or that of the Editorial and editors. 

 Key Formatting Issues: 

1. Software: This guide is intended primarily for those working with Microsoft Word 

2003 or earlier. This software should be adequate for preparing the manuscript 

according to WWA guidelines, although there may be exceptions where the author 

intends to make use of images or illustrations in the text which need to be especially 

positioned. If Word cannot deal with such requirements, it is recommended that a 

desktop publishing software such as Pagemaker or Indesign be used. However, if Word 

or Rich Text Format files are not supplied, then the final submission must be in the 

Portable Document Format (pdf) and must constitute a single file to include any front 

matter supplied by us, i.e. any merging of files must be undertaken before the 

submission to WWA Research Department. In the case of photographs or portraits that 

need to be placed in a separate section please include these in a separate file, ensuring 

that images are labelled with captions that are consistently positioned and formatted. 

All in-text material must be included in the main files of the manuscript. WWA 

Research Department requires that the final submission be made either on disk or via 

email. It is the editor’s responsibility to collect and organise all materials related to the 

book and present these as either a single document or a set of documents in a clearly 

marked order. Chapters from individual contributors will not be accepted. 

 2.  Document setup: The full physical page size including all margins will be 148mm x 

210mm The five sets of margins  



Header: 15mm, 

Top of main body: 25mm  

Bottom: 15mm 

Left: 21mm  

Right: 21mm  

Footer: 0  

3.  Ensure that each chapter of your text, as well as frontmatter (dedication, title, preface, 

forward, introduction or introductory note, contents) and endmatter (appendixes, 

endnotes, bibliographies, index) begins on a new page. 

 4.  Use Times New Roman: 10 pts fonts for the main text and all additional parts except 

endnotes and index (where you should use 9pts), and chapter headings (where you 

should use 16pts). All text should be single-spaced.  

5.  Indent the first line of each paragraph by 5mm.  

6.  Indent quoted texts of greater than 2 lines or other texts which you think should stand 

out by 5 milimetres from both sides, and leave one line spaces between the top line and 

main text as well as between the bottom line and main text; and use 9 pts for all such 

text.  

7. Use double quotation marks for all cases (including single words) except for quotes 

within quotes.  

8.  Embed all non-standard fonts. To do this, open the file in which you want to embed 

fonts; click File, then Save As, then either click Tools and Embed TrueType Fonts or 

click General Options and Embed TrueType Fonts. 

 The preferred maximum length of a submission is 6000 words. 

 The article should have conclusions at the end. The main body of the article should be 

provided with mathematical proofs and calculations that justify the issue of the article. 

Lengthy mathematical proofs and calculations that justify the issue of the article. Lengthy 

mathematical works and more extensive details tables, if any, should be placed in an 

appendix or omitted entirely. 

 Tables and figures must be numbered with caption and brief descriptions. 

 The title page should be numbered with caption and brief descriptions. 

 The first or the title page should contain only title, name, institutional affiliation(s), full 

postal address, telephone and mobile number, and Email address of each author; and, if 

there are two or more authors, indicate which author is responsible for correspondence.the 

second page will contain title, abstract and text etc.  

 References should strictly follow the as shown below: 

Boehnke, K., M.P. Regmi, P.O. Richmond, S. Chandra and C. Stromberg. (1994). "worries, 

values and well-being: A Comparison of East and West German, Nepalese and Fijian 

Undergraduates." (Paper Presented in the XII Congress of I.A.C.C.P. Pamplona.) 
 

Inkeles, A.,&D.J.Levinson. (1969.)"National Character: The Study of Modal Personality and 

Socio-Cultural Systems." In Handbook of Social Psychology, Vol.IV, G. Lindiey & E. 

Aronson(eds). Massachusetts: Addison Wesley Co. 
  

Regmi, Murari Prasad. (1989). A History of Psychological Researches in Nepal. 

Psychologia. 32., 45-48. 
 

Rorschach, H. (1921). Psychodiagnostics. Berne: Birchen. 
 

Salovey, P. & J.D. Mayer.(1990)."Emotional Intelligence". Imagination, Cognition and 

Personality. 9.,185-211.  

  



Registration:  

The participants are requested to register by sending the duly filled Registration form through e-mail 

along with their research paper and registration fees (through Money Transfer/ Wired Transfer). Bank 

details will be provided by the Conference Secretariat. 

 

Registration fee includes:  

 Registration for the conference  

 Working tea and lunch for conference day One  

 A copy of conference publication (Journal Abstract / book of proceeding) 

 Conference certificate  
 

Registration fee does not include:   

 Accommodation  

 Local Transportation  

 Local Tour  

 Retreat  
 

Abstract or Paper Submission: 

To submit a proposal, send a paper or an abstract of a paper with maximum of 200 words to the 

Conference Secretariat. All papers and abstracts will be reviewed and authors will be informed of the 

review decision within two weeks of submission. Only electronic submissions will be accepted. 

E- Mail ID: abstract2017@gmail.com 
 

Contact for Queries  

Dr. Laxman Shakya 

Conference Secretary  

Email: laxman@worldwithoutagner.org 

 

  



About Nepal & Historical Place: 

 

        
 

      

     

Nepal is the birth land of Lord Buddha. Lumbini is hallowed ground as Shakyamuni Buddha was born 

here in southern Nepal more than twenty-five hundred years ago. As a sacred birthplace, it is an 

important pilgrimage site for Buddhists from around the globe.  

Kathmandu is the largest city and capital of Nepal and the namesake of the Kathmandu Valley. The 

city is located in the northwestern part of Kathmandu Valley and it covers an area of 50.67 square 

kilometers. The city generally has a pleasant climate with comfortable warm days followed by the 

cool mornings and nights. Kathmandu’s Tribhuvan International Airport is the largest and only 

international airport in Nepal. 

The city’s rich history is nearly 2000 years old, as inferred from an inscription in the valley. The 

ancient and refined traditional culture in Kathmandu, for that matter in the whole of Nepal, is an 

uninterrupted and exceptional meeting of the Hindu and Buddhist ethos practiced by its highly 

religious people. It has also embraced in its fold the cultural diversity provided by the other religions 

such as Jainism, Islam and Christianity. People of other religious beliefs also live in Kathmandu 

giving it a cosmopolitan culture.  

Kathmandu valley has been described as “An Enormous Treasure House of Art and Sculptures”. 

These treasures are made of wood, stone, metal and terracotta, and found in profusion in various 

temples, shrines, stupas, gompas, chaityas and palaces. Kathmandu is the best place to shop in Nepal 

for contemporary handicrafts, fashion clothing, great books, music or traditional souvenirs and curios. 


